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Abstract 
    A kind of APU scheme is determined for REEVs. Dynamic models of engine, generator and controllers are built. 
An experiment platform is built to verify the accuracy of models. Based on vehicle accelerating condition, the 
simulation of generator toque control and current control was analyzed, of which the results showed that toque 
control was better than current control on engine speed tracking. 
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Nomenclature 
 
APU   Auxiliary Power Unit 
EV   Electric Vehicle 
REEV   Range-Extended Electric Vehicle 
HEV   Hybrid Electric Vehicle 
PMSG   Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator 
DC/AC   Direct/Alternating Current 
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1. Introduction 
Owing to the application of APU, REEVs possess both EV mode and HEV mode, consequently, the 
problem of "range anxiety" of EVs could be solved. It is gradually becoming a trend of electric vehicle 
development. 
 
  For REEV, the engine is decoupled from vehicle movement. Batteries can meet the requirement of 
peak power for most driving conditions. The application of APU is mainly for the promotion of endurance 
mileage. So it can be designed with high degree of freedom and in various schemes. Without coordination 
control, the great difference between engine and generator on dynamic characteristics will easily cause 
large fluctuant speed and even flameout of engine. Consequently, coordination control is the foundation of 
stable work of APU.  
 
In this paper, APU scheme is determined, models of engine, generator and controller are built and 
coordinated control strategy is put forward based on engine speed hierarchical control and generator torque 
control. At last the APU model and control strategy are verified validly and rationally by the experiment 
and simulation analysis.  
2. APU modeling and dynamic characteristics analysis 
Based on previous researches on APU systems [1][2][3][4], the configurations of APU applied 
commonly in electric vehicles are summarized in Table.1. 
Tab.1  APU configuration and control scheme 
Engine Generator AC-DC  
unit No speed Control  Type Control  
Low  Speed  
Excitation  Excitation  Rectifier 1 
PMSG  None Rectifier  2 
High  Speed  PMSG None Rectifier 3 
High  Injection PMSG Speed  Controller 4 
High  Speed  PMSG Current  Controller 5 
High  Speed PMSG Toque  Controller 6 
 
In Table.1, configurations of No. 4,5,6 are widely applied in REEVs recently and they can meet 
complicated work conditions, especially frequently start-stop in the city. The configuration adopted in this 
paper is schematically shown in Figure.1. The target power of APU is determined by vehicle controller 
according to actual speed of engine, output voltage and current of APU, etc. Then the target power is 
decoupled into target speed of engine and target torque of generator. APU can be ensured efficiently and 
stably working by the coordinated control of engine controller and generator controller. 
2.1. Modeling of engine and controller  
 In this paper, engine model is built by the average output torque of the engine based on experimental 
data [5][6]. For injection response delay, an inertial element is added to describe the dynamic change 
process of the engine based on stable two-dimensional model. 
 
  On the basis of universal characteristic of engine, 
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( , )e engine thr eT f nT  (1) 
  Where, Te is the output torque; θthr is the injection opening; ne is engine speed; fengine is the fitting result 
according to experimental data of torque, speed and injection opening.  
 
  According to the dynamic equation,  
( ) ( ) ( ) /
e g e g eT t T J J d t dtW Z       (2) 
 Where, Tg is generator torque, namely the load toque; Je and Jg are respectively the rotational inertia of 
engine and generator; τ is the delay time of engine toque output.  
 
  By continuous adjustment of θthr based on PI regulation, the closed-loop of engine speed is built up. 
This process is shown in Figure. 2. 
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Fig.1 General scheme of APU and control system Fig. 2 The general scheme of engine control system 
2.2. Modeling of generator and control system 
   The model of PMSG is built on d-q axis. Transformations are conducted to realize the decoupling 
control of d-q axis. Current decoupling control of d-q axis can be realized by designing two PI controllers, 
as shown in Figure.3. 
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Where, i, u, L, R respectively represent the current, voltage, inductance and resistance; λf is magnetic 
flux of PMSG; ωs is electric angular velocity; ωg is mechanical angular velocity.  
 
  In PMSG control system, ud and uq are used to decide the PWM signals for the control of IGBT on-off 
to convert AC to DC. IGBT responds much faster than engine and generator, so the on-off transient process 
of IGBT is omitted and control voltage is acted on the controller directly in the model. 
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Fig. 3 Scheme of d-q axis decoupling 
2.3. Model verification and dynamic analysis 
  In this paper, the max power of the engine is 96kW at 3600rpm, the rated power of generator is 80kW 
at 3000rpm. Some parameters of APU in this paper are shown in Table.2.  
Tab. 2 Parameters of engine and generator 
Symbol Value Symbol Value Symbol Value 
Ld 0.0045 R 0.017 Je 0.37 
Lq 0.0045 λf 0.212 Jg 0.489 
 
  An experimental platform is built to verify the APU model, as shown in Figure.4.  
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Fig.4 APU experiment scheme and testing field 
An experimental condition is designed and the results of experiment and simulation are shown in 
Figure.5. The error between results of experiment and simulation is within 10%. Increasing rate of power 
can reach 24kW/s, where DC bus voltage keeps 610V. Consequently the model can accurately reflect 
dynamic characteristics of APU. 
 
Fig. 5 Results under the condition of step-changing toque   
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  Another experimental condition is designed in which APU DC bus voltage keeps 610V, target toque 
changes step by step between 115Nm and 145Nm and target speed changes step by step between 2000rpm 
and 2200rpm. As shown in Table.3, the results showed that dynamic change rate of APU is 7.5kW/s and 
167rpm/s, and model error is within 10%. 
Tab. 3 APU speed response characteristics 
 
Speed rising Speed falling 
Rising time (s) Max speed (rpm) Falling time (s) Min speed (rpm) 
Experiment 1.2 2211 0.95 1950 
Simulation 1.09 2251 0.84 1961 
3. Coordination control of APU 
  There are three parts in APU controlling: speed control of engine, current control of d-axis and q-axis 
of generator. The target current of d-axis keeps zero, so only engine speed and current of q-axis need to be 
coordinated controlled. 
 
  Multi-points speed switching method is adopted in engine speed control and the regulation is shown in 
Table.4. A hysteresis zone is set between each two power zones to avoid frequent changing of engine speed 
[7]. 
Tab.4 Multi-points speed switching method 
Load zone Power range/ kW Engine speed/ rpm 
I 
0-30 1500 
25~30(hysteresis zone) 1500 or 2000 
II 
25-50 2000 
40~50(hysteresis zone) 2000 or 2500 
III 40-75 2500 
 
  Target values Tg*, iq*, Idc*, Papu* are expressed in equation (4).
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  The simulation results of accelerating condition is obtained to analyze coordination control effect, as 
shown in Figure.6. It takes 20 seconds to finish the total accelerating process and APU power reaches 75kW 
finally. The tracking of the hierarchical control of engine speed is well realized in both toque control and 
current control of generator. In the former 10s, engine speed changing rate can reach 100rpm/s and APU 
power changing rate can reach 4kW/s. 
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Fig. 6 Simulation results for 0-50km/h accelerating condition  
 
  With further rising changing rate of APU power and engine speed, simulation results are shown in 
Figure.7. Engine speed rises to 2000rpm in 6s and speed changing rate reaches 167rpm/s. APU power 
changing rate reaches 6.6kW/s. Speed tracking difference between toque control and current control is 
obvious and the former can track target engine speed better. Along with the promotion of APU dynamic 
characteristics, toque control is better than current control on engine speed tracking, so toque control should 
be adopted preferentially. 
 
  
Fig. 7 Simulation results for 0-50km/h accelerating condition 
4. Conclusion 
APU scheme for REEV is given and its dynamic model is built. By experiment, the step-input dynamic 
response performance is obtained and the validity of the model is verified. Combining with accelerating 
conditions for REEV, simulation results on toque control and current control of generator are obtained, 
which shows that toque control is better than current control for generator on engine speed tracking, and it 
may provide a reasonable control scheme for REEV. 
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